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Translating French Recipes 

Galette des rois 
 
 

 
 

 

A Galette des Rois is a traditional 
French cake, served on the twelfth 
night of Christmas in January, when the 
three kings (rois) are said to have 
visited the baby Jesus. Traditionally a 
coin or a toy is baked in, and whoever 
gets the slice containing this lucky 
charm becomes the king! Here is a 
simple recette (recipe) in French. How 
many words do you know, or can 
figure out? 
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1. Using the attached glossary, translate the ingredients and instructions as 
quickly and as simply as you can.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now read this out to yourself or a friend. Does it sound ok? Is it boring? 
Detailed enough? Do any parts sound plain wrong, ungrammatical, or hard 
to understand?  
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2. Using your literal translation, write a polished translation, as if you 
were writing it for a food magazine or recipe book. Think about how to 
make the instructions more interesting; add some background by talking 
about the story behind the food; mention some variations or things you 
could serve it with. Stuck? Think of some famous TV chefs – how would 
they describe making this dish? Here are some ideas: 
JAMIE: “Lovely jubbly, now drizzle it in olive oil and chuck in a couple of 
spoonfuls of sugar”. 
NADIYA: “Now, I just love this bit: you put a toy or a sweet into the 
mixture as a surprise for the lucky child who gets that slice!” 
MARY: “Carefully measure out exactly 150 ml of flour and stir it in bit by 
bit.” 
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Glossary 

French English 

Galette Cake/tart 
Des rois Of kings 

Aux pommes With apples 

Pelez Peel 
Les pommes The apples 

Et And 

Coupez-les Cut them 

En In(to) 
Petits Small 
Dés Cubes 

Mélangez-les Mix them 

dans In 

Un saladier A salad bowl 
avec With 

Le sucre The sugar 
La poudre 
d’amandes 

The ground 
almonds 

Le sucre vanilla The vanilla sugar 
Le beurre The butter 
fondu Melted 

Sachet Sachet 
De Of 
Étalez  Spread out 
1ère 1st 

Pâte Feuilletée Puff pastry 

Sur On 

Une plaque de 
cuisson 

A baking tray 

Recouverte de Covered in 

Papier sulfurisé Baking paper 
Disposez Arrange 

La garniture  The 
garnish/decoration 

Sans Without 
Oublier d’y  Forgetting 

Cacher Hide 

La fève The (lucky) 
charm 

puis Then 

Recouvrez Cover 
2e 2nd 

Collez Stick 

Les bords The edges 

Ensemble Together 
Delayez mix 

La jaune d’oeuf The egg yellow 

Un peu A little 

D’eau water 
Froide Cold 

Badigeonnez-en Paint it on 

Un pinceau Paintbrush 

Faites Do 

Des dessins The drawings 

La pointe The tip 

Un couteau A knife 

Enfournez Cook in the 
oven/Bake 

Pendant  For/during 
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